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Reverse all Climate Change. 2023 Dec 13. Version 1.0b 

LaserTUNNEL.com   TurnOffLIGHTS.com + SolutionSafeWater.org forever.


info@ritomsa.ch


https://youtu.be/6AV2NcyX7pk?si=rbyVexyWkSsVYPPN


LaserTunnel.com is GOD + Keiths procreate simple use of High Pressure Water Jet cutters + 
electric driven Plasma Lasers to remove bore through any strata at 20 times current Tesla 
Boring Company rates.  100% underground ecology mining now provides all the raw 
materials used to procreate brand new mixed used communities who are ALL producers of 
original products and services of crime free UTOPIA UNIocracy.org.  Blasting is now 
minimized once WE GODS PEOPLE have full ownership control of building out our new self 
sustainable perfected infrastructure.  No more monopolies by First Family Oligarchs known 
as Military Industrial Complex and Banksters who think they own control GODs natural 
resources ever again.   2023 Dec 13. We are most actively contacting other 100% green 
ecologists including AL GORE, https://algore.com/contact info@carthagegroup.com, For 
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press requests, please email: 
press@carthagegroup.com https://www.climaterealityproject.org since no other person in 
world history has ever succeeded in UNIFICATION of now + 8 Billion WE THE PEOPLE 
forever, exception was always keith brent duncan who is always DUE press conferences and 
open disclosure of WHO causes all mass poverty, all wars, and other human insurrections 
always caused by the 'criminal ruling elite' and terrorists like Robert Dee ROSE at 
DuncanClaim.org 22-1-3042-68.   We remain totally cash impoverished caused by Cobb 
County GA cancelled TPO 11.1.1171 July 15, 2011 as we were brutally viciously kidnapped 
Oct 3, 2011 for turning over ALL criminals worldwide.


  LaserTUNNEL.com value exceeds $20 Trillion USD of 100% green ecology underground 
mining required to rebuild GODs utopia of UNIocracy.org

  On Tuesday Aug 29, 2023 at 10a.m., we personally gift $40 Million USD in patents, 
copyrights, scientific how-to perfected research to Georgia Tech we visited Friday Aug 
25 at 4pm.

  Each technology perfected system we have gifted is the most powerful cascading cause 
and effects to revere ALL climate change by control management of ANY issue problem 
conflict at the source of the supply chain origination.

  NO more flooding, wars, or mass poverty caused by the WarLords, corrupt Politicians, and 
Wall Street Energy Brokers who manipulate ALL news events to always take FIRST PROFITS 
while impoverishing everyone as their victims by slave trading WE GODS PEOPLE that went 
viral extensive 6660 years ago.


  Updated 2023 Aug 27 Sunday 10pm.  LaserTunnel is the most simple perfected 100% 
green underground Ecology mining method of using high pressure Water jets, electric driven 
Plasma torches, Rail Guns, vibration thumpers, and keiths other methods to cut any size 
tunnel and cavern throughout ALL our worlds Gods Mountain ranges. Also is only simple 
methodology to procreate new infrastructure, transportation, communications, water, 
electricity, under existing cities and congested right of imminent domain right of ways 
worldwide.

  Powered by unlimited stored H20 at highest elevations INSIDE our mountains now 
produces scalable TerraWatts of almost free electricity since these tunnels are self 
supporting and redundant recursively built to supply all the raw materials to re-build self 
sustainable OUR communities. Once the power and water are owned and controlled by our 
producers, all the mega cities will then mass migrate to OUR newly build mixed use 
developments directly funded by ONLY peer members of UNIocracy.org and 
ForTuneONE.org master problem solving scientist engineers, doctors, researchers, 
computer/civil/chemical/power/electronics/food production Subject matter Experts after 
being re-educated using Keiths patented New Education methods of IseeStand.org 
WorldSchoolfund.org and TeamMoneyMachine.com we Procreated back started first day 
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19760815 at NCSU Raleigh NC when we wrote out our own bucket list of: All digital, 
electronic, shared everything, crime free utopia communities of UNIocracy.org

   WHO DO YOU KNOW to protect our LIVES NOW and actually ask us ANYTHING as we 
already have used our own 5STEPS.life simple methods to solve ANY and ALL nano to 
GODs eye view issues universally.

####


   LaserTunnel.com is the ONLY simple engineer technology solutions series to reverse ALL 
the economic wars of Criminal Ruling Elite strip mining GODs world while manipulating all 
commerce trading platforms to destroy any honest integrity person leaders from eliminating 
the existing LUCIFER agenda first families worldwide once all of you use EVOTE.ONE 
ReInvestALL.com part of the most perfected comprehensive turnover of all GOVERNMENT 
OFFICIALS and ALL CORPORATE EXECUTIVES of any public traded corporation.

  This is superior over even Tesla Boring Corp and all other Fortune 1000 Corporations 
worldwide. No drilling blasting or mechanical rotating grinders. High Pressure Water and full 
scalable Plasma Lasers create any diameter or squared dimensional hole through bedrock 
and other GODs natural resources. Now unlimited water can be passed long distances 
through any mountain range, under our cities by massive expansion and dynamic control 
over our watersheds worldwide. Now we have unlimited electric capacity to drill up and 
through any region to 100% ecology Mine required gravel, granite, coal, precious minerals to 
build SolutionHousing.org virtually free.

  All other GODs technology solutions are engineer architecture mapped out here and below.  
These also liberate unify +8 BILLION of my people forever.


 This ties to LowBar (dredging) reverses ALL world flooding at all level starting with patent 
LaserTUNNEL.com then SolutionSafeWater.org that now re-jungles all forests worldwide. 
Most of these extremely prolific metaphysics engineering by the numbers systems were 
procreated year 1976 BIDonKeith.com at NCSU Raleigh NC.  WHO DO YOU KNOW to 
protect KEITHS life right now and command all these systems be widely re broadcast over 
OUR national news media now PBS regional and national news media channels. Updated 
Oct 12, 2022 soon relocated back in Asheville NC of FortuneONE.org


Al Gore.  Kleiner Perkins,

https://algore.com/contact


info@carthagegroup.com

For press requests, please email: 
press@carthagegroup.com
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https://www.climaterealityproject.org/


https://www.climaterealityproject.org/who-we-are


https://www.climaterealityproject.org/phyllis-cuttino


Email sent to above to AL GORE  Dec 13, 2023.

####


We are #1 ecologist economic philantropist engineer scientists of all USA world GODs time.  
We have procreated simple patents and intellectual property to REVERSE ALL CLIMATE 
CHANGE polluters at one time use of EVOTE.ONE PeaceSUMMIT2020.com


PLEASE ASK AL GORE and his staff to emergency CONTACT VIDEO US immediately as our 
true value of #1 economic ecologist philantropoist is valued over $40 BILLION USD of 
FortuneONE.org and UNIocracy.org 


Most fundamental basics is LaserTunnel.com of TurnOffLIGHTS.com patents gifted to 
procreate SolutionSafeWater.org and FreeNUCLEAR.org.   Most disruptive methods  of 
PEACEMAKING are SolutionMilitary.com and WorldSchoolFUND.org use of


GODsConstitution.org and TeamMoneyMachine.com that decentralizes ALL authority and 
wealth assets back to greatest places of mortal needs by direct command orders of WE THE 
PEOPLE forever.     

  Never been done before since 99.5% of mortals are blind-washed to think SOMEONE at 
the top leadership positions actually CARES, LOVES, and protects the rights of WE THE 
PEOPLE.  This has been depreciating in total value for now 6660 years once Egypt pharoahs 
legalized slave trading and chain of command authority to finish what is now dark Ages of 
WorldWar4.org 


Absolutely NO ONE is using any technology or common sense once the First Family 
Oligarchs control ALL our databases, our trades, our laws, our everything by hiding behind 
liar lawyers and accountants who all use LLP as protection from ANY dosj.org investigations.  
Includes famous infamy DuncanCLAIM.org when ONE super cyber terrorist Robert Dee 
ROSE succeeded in having us kidnapped 6 times for 900 days while rest of Duncan Clan 
and all others violated EVERY constitution law known to mankind while FortuneONE.org and 
GODs world reversing methods were systematically destroyed Oct 3, 2011 to present day 
2023 Dec 13.   


WHO DO YOU KNOW to protect our LIVES today and actually SEE reality at very top of 
perfected no crime utopia UNIocracy.org 
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Keith Brent Duncan.  info@fortuneONE.org

+1 725-200-7683

TurnOffLIGHTS.com + SolutionSafeWater.org forever. 
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